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SPINAL CORRECTION SYSTEM ACTUATORS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No.

61/493,117, filed on June 3, 2011 and entitled "SPINAL CORRECTION SYSTEM

ACTUATORS", the entire contents of which is incorporated herein by reference for

all purposes.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Many systems have been utilized to treat spinal deformities such as

scoliosis, spondylolisthesis, and a variety of others. Primary surgical methods for

correcting a spinal deformity utilize instrumentation to correct the deformity as

much as possible, as well as implantable hardware systems to rigidly stabilize and

maintain the correction. Many of these implantable hardware systems rigidly fix

the spinal column or allow limited growth and/or other movement of the spinal

column, to help facilitate fusion after the column has been moved to a corrected

position.

SUMMARY

[0003] Some inventive aspects relate to a spinal correction system for

implantation in a patient, the system including a reciprocating adjuster and/or a

resistance adjuster coupled to a stabilizing member, for example. In some

embodiments, the resistance adjuster includes a potential energy drive, a slide

unit, a and a resistance unit. In some embodiments, the reciprocating adjuster

includes a piston unit, a transfer unit coupled to the piston unit, and a return

mechanism.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] FIG. 1 shows a system for correcting a spine tending to exhibit a

spinal deformity, according to some embodiments.

[0005] FIG. 2 shows a correction anchor and connector of the system of

FIG. 1, according to some embodiments.



[0006] FIG. 3 shows a top view of a tensioner and a stabilizing member of

the system of FIG. 1, according to some embodiments.

[0007] FIG. 4 shows the tensioner of FIG. 3 with a portion of a housing of

the tensioner removed, according to some embodiments.

[0008] FIGS. 5 and 6 show a tensioning system for externally actuating one

or more of the tensioners of the system of FIG. 1, following implantation of the

system, according to some embodiments.

[0009] FIGS. 7 and 8 show another tensioning system for externally

actuating one or more of the tensioners of the system of FIG. 1, following

implantation of the system, according to some embodiments.

[0010] FIGS. 9 and 10 show another tensioning system that is optionally

employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the tensioners,

according to some embodiments.

[0011] FIGS. 11 and 12 show another tensioning system that is optionally

employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the tensioners,

according to some embodiments.

[0012] FIGS. 13, 14, and 15 show another tensioning system that is

optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the

tensioners, according to some embodiments.

[0013] FIGS. 16 and 17 show another tensioning system that is optionally

employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the tensioners,

according to some embodiments.

[0014] FIGS. 18 and 19 show another tensioning system that is optionally

employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the tensioners,

according to some embodiments.

[0015] FIGS. 20 and 21 show another tensioning system that is optionally

employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the tensioners,

according to some embodiments.

[0016] FIGS. 22, 23 and 24 show another tensioning system that is

optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the

tensioners, according to some embodiments.



[0017] FIGS. 25 and 26 show another tensioning system that is optionally

employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the tensioners,

according to some embodiments.

[0018] FIGS. 27 and 28 show an expanding stabilizing member system that

is optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, the stabilizing

member of the system of FIG. 1, according to some embodiments.

[0019] FIG. 29 shows another tensioning system that is optionally

employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the tensioners,

according to some embodiments.

[0020] FIGS. 30 and 31 show a first actuator collar of the system of FIG.

29, where FIG. 30 shows the first actuator collar in a free spinning, or unlocked

state, and FIG. 31 shows the first actuator collar in a locked, or engaged state,

according to some embodiments.

[0021] FIG. 32 shows another tensioning system that is optionally

employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the tensioners,

according to some embodiments.

[0022] FIGS. 33 and 34 show another tensioning system that is optionally

employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the tensioners,

according to some embodiments.

[0023] FIGS. 35 and 36 show another tensioning system that is optionally

employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the tensioners,

according to some embodiments.

[0024] FIGS. 37 and 38 show another tensioning system that is optionally

employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the tensioners,

according to some embodiments.

[0025] FIGS. 39, 40, and 41 show an expanding stabilizing member system

that is optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, the stabilizing

member of the system of FIG. 1, according to some embodiments.

[0026] FIGS. 42, 43, and 44 show an expanding stabilizing member system

that is optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, the stabilizing

member of the system of FIG. 1, according to some embodiments.



[0027] FIGS. 45 and 46 show another tensioning system that is optionally

employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the tensioners,

according to some embodiments.

[0028] While the invention is amenable to various modifications and

alternative forms, specific embodiments have been shown by way of example in

the drawings and are described in detail below. The intention, however, is not to

limit the invention to the particular embodiments described. On the contrary, the

invention is intended to cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives

falling within the scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0029] Some embodiments relate to a system for correcting spinal deformities,

as well as associated methods and devices. In general terms, the system

provides lateral translational corrective force(s) and/or derotational corrective

force(s) on a spinal column tending to exhibit a defective curvature. In some

embodiments, the system facilitates incremental correction, gross correction,

and/or correction maintenance as desired.

[0030] Various planes and associated directions are referenced in the following

description, including a sagittal plane defined by two axes, one drawn between a

head (superior) and tail (inferior) of the body and one drawn between a back

(posterior) and front (anterior) of the body; a coronal plane defined by two axes,

one drawn between a center (medial) to side (lateral) of the body and one drawn

between the head and tail of the body; and a transverse plane defined by two

axes, one drawn between a back and front of the body and one drawn between a

center and side of the body.

[0031] Also, the terms pitch, roll, and yaw are used, where roll generally refers

to angulation, or rotation, in a first plane through which a longitudinal axis of a

body orthogonally passes (e.g., rotation about a longitudinal axis corresponding to

the spinal column), pitch refers to angulation, or rotation, in a second plane

orthogonal to the first plane, and yaw refers to angulation, or rotation, in a third

plane orthogonal to the first and second planes. In some embodiments, pitch is

angulation in the sagittal plane, yaw is angulation in the coronal plane, and roll is



angulation in the transverse plane. In various embodiments, changes in pitch,

yaw, and/or roll occur concurrently or separately as desired. Moreover, as used

herein, "lateral translation" is not limited to translation along the medial-lateral axis

(in either the lateral-medial or medial-lateral direction(s)) unless specified as such.

[0032] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a system 10 for correcting a spine

tending to exhibit a spinal deformity, according to some embodiments. As shown

in FIG. 1, the system 10 includes a stabilizing member 12; a plurality of stabilizing

anchors 14, including a first stabilizing anchor 14A and a second stabilizing

anchor 14B; a plurality of correction anchors 18 including a first correction anchor

18A and a second correction anchor 18B; a plurality of tensioners 20 including a

first tensioner 20A and a second tensioner 20B; and a plurality of connectors 22

including a first connector 22A and a second connector 22B. As shown, the

system 10 is secured to a spinal column 24 formed of a plurality of vertebrae 26,

including a first vertebra 26A, a second vertebra 26B, a third vertebra 26C, and a

fourth vertebra 26D.

[0033] In some embodiments, the stabilizing member 12 is also referred to as

a rod or alignment member; the stabilizing anchors 14 are also referred to as

alignment supports or guides; the correction anchors 18 are also referred to as

anchor arms or vertebral levers, the tensioners 20 are also referred to as

adjustment mechanisms or tying devices, and the connectors 22 are also referred

to as force directing members or cables, for example. Although the system 10 is

shown with two stabilizing anchors 14, two correction anchors 18, two tensioners

20, and two connectors 22, a greater or fewer number thereof are implemented as

appropriate. As described in greater detail below, the tensioners 20 and/or

stabilizing member 12 are optionally replaced and/or augmented by a variety of

other tensioning and expanding stabilizing member systems.

[0034] Some examples of suitable stabilizing members 12, stabilizing anchors

14, correction anchors 18, tensioners 20, and/or connectors 22 according to some

embodiments are described in U.S. App. No. 12/411,562, filed March 26, 2009,

and entitled "Semi-Constrained Anchoring System"; U.S. App. No. 11/196,952,

filed August 3, 2005, and entitled "Device and Method for Correcting a Spinal

Deformity"; and U.S. App. No. 12/134,058, filed June 5, 2008, and entitled



"Medical Device and Method to Correct Deformity," the entire contents of each

which are incorporated herein by reference for ali purposes.

[0035] As shown, the spinal column 24 has a transverse centeriine of rotation

Y, also described as a longitudinal axis of rotation. In some embodiments, the

transverse centeriine rotation Y of the spinal column 24 generally corresponds to

a mid-distance position of the spinal canal (not shown) extending through the

spinal column 24, where each vertebra 26 has a transverse center of rotation

generally located on the transverse centeriine of rotation Y.

[0036] As shown in FIG. 1, the correction anchors 18 are fixed to a target

region 24A of the spinal column 24 tending to exhibit an abnormal, or defective

curvature (e.g., scoliosis) in need of correction. The system 10 is optionally used

to apply derotational and/or lateral translational forces on the target region 24A of

the spinal column 24 to translate and/or maintain the spinal column 24 at a

desired curvature.

[0037] In some embodiments, the stabilizing member 12 is substantially

elongate and rigid, and, if desired, the stabilizing member 12 incorporates some

flex, or springiness while substantially rigidly retaining its shape. As will be

described in greater detail, the stabilizing member 12 is adapted, or otherwise

structured, to extend along the spinal column 24 at a desired spacing from the

vertebrae 26 of the spinal column 24. In some embodiments, the stabilizing

member 12 is partially or fully contoured to a typical, corrected curvature of the

spinal column 24. The stabilizing member 12 has a longitudinal axis X and where

the stabilizing member 12 is substantially straight, the longitudinal axis X is

substantially straight. Where the stabilizing member 12 has curved or angled

portions, the longitudinal axis X at those portions is similarly curved or angled. As

described in greater detail, the stabilizing member 12 optionally includes features

for adjusting a length of the stabilizing member 12.

[0038] FIG. 1 shows the pair of stabilizing anchors 14A, 14B which are

adapted, or otherwise structured, to be mounted or fixed to one or more stabilizing

vertebrae, such as the first and second vertebrae 26A, 26B. The first and second

stabilizing anchors 14A, 14B are further adapted to receive, and include means for

receiving, the stabilizing member 12 such that the stabilizing member 12 is



secured laterally, against lateral translation relative to the first and second

stabilizing anchors 14A, 14B.

[0039] In some embodiments, the stabilizing anchors 14 are secured to a

single one of the vertebra 26 (e.g., laterally across the vertebra at the pedicles, or

at a single point, such as a single pedicle). The first and second stabilizing

anchors 14A, 14B are each secured to a single vertebra in some embodiments or

multiple vertebrae in others, such as an additional, adjacent one of the vertebra

26. As shown in FIG. 1, the first and second stabilizing anchors 14A, 14B are

secured to the first and second vertebrae 26A, 26B, respectively, as well as one of

the vertebrae 26 adjacent each of the first and second vertebrae 26A, 26B. As

received by the first and second stabilizing anchors 14A, 14B, the stabilizing

member 12 is semi-constrained by the stabilizing anchors 14, the stabilizing

member 12 being free to move with natural movements of the spinal column 24

while being substantially prevented from translating in a direction that is

substantially perpendicular to the longitudinal axis X of the stabilizing member 12

at each of the stabilizing anchors 14A, 14B.

[0040] In some embodiments, the stabilizing member 12 is able to slide axially,

or translate axially in one or two directions, along the longitudinal axis X, relative

to the first and/or second stabilizing anchors 14A, 14B. The stabilizing member

12 is able to slide and to change in at least pitch and yaw at the first and second

stabilizing anchors 14A, 14B. If desired, the stabilizing member 12 is also able to

change in roll at the first and/or the second stabilizing anchors 14A, 14B. Thus, in

some embodiments, the stabilizing anchors 14 are adapted to receive the

stabilizing member 12 and secure the stabilizing member 12 against substantial

lateral translation relative to stabilizing vertebrae (e.g., the first and second

vertebrae 26A, 26B). For example, the vertebrae 26A, 26B (as well as secondary

vertebra to which the stabilizing anchors 14 are secured) are used to stabilize the

stabilizing member 12 which defines a line of reference from which to adjust

defective curvature by providing a series of anchor points toward which the target

region 24A is able to be pulled.

[0041] The first and second correction anchors 1 A, 18B are optionally

substantially similar, and thus various features of the second correction anchor



18B are described in association with the first correction anchor 18A. Features of

the first correction anchor 18A are designated with reference numbers followed by

an "A" and similar features of the second correction anchor 18B are designated

with similar reference numbers followed by a ."

[0042] FIG. 2 shows the first correction anchor 18A according to some

embodiments. As shown, the first correction anchor 18A is generally L-shaped,

where the first correction anchor 18A includes an arm 50A with optional threading

51A (shown in broken lines) and a head 52A assembled to one another in a

generally L-shaped configuration. The first correction anchor 18A is optionally

substantially rigid. In some embodiments, the arm 50A extends from the head

52A to a terminal coupler 54A and is disposed generally perpendicular to the head

52A. In some embodiments, a length of the correction anchor 18A is adjustable,

as described in greater detail below. The arm 50A is optionally secured about, and

rotatable relative to the head 52A and is adapted to extend across one of the

vertebrae 26, for example, from one side of the spinal column 24 to an opposite

side of the spinal column 24.

[0043] The head 52A of the correction anchor 18A is optionally adapted or

otherwise structured to be fixed to a portion of the third vertebra 26C, such as a

pedicle of the third vertebra 26C. The head 52A includes a body portion 56A and

a cap portion 58A. The head 52A includes and/or is adapted to work in

conjunction with any of a variety of means for securing to the third vertebra 26C.

For example, the body portion 56A is optionally configured as a pedide screw.

Assembly of the first correction anchor 18A includes receiving the arm 50A on the

body portion 56A of the head 52A and screwing or otherwise securing the cap

portion 58A onto the body portion 56A. In some embodiments, the am 50A is

rotatable relative to the head 52A upon assembly of the correction anchor 18A.

[0044] The first correction anchor 18A is secured to the third vertebra 26C

such that the arm 50A extends across the third vertebra 26C either adjacent to the

spinous processes or through a hole or hollowed portion in the spinous processes

of the third vertebra 26C. In some embodiments, the second correction anchor

18B is secured to the fourth vertebra 26D, where the fourth vertebra 26D is an

apical vertebra at the apex A of the target region 24A (FIG. 1).



[0045] The first tensioner 20A is shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, where FIG. 4 shows

the first tensioner 20A with a portion removed to illustrate inner features thereof.

The tensioners 20 are optionally substantially similar, and thus various features of

the first, and second tensioners 20A, 20B are described in association with the

first tensioner 20A. Features of the first tensioner 20A are designated with

reference numbers followed by an "A" and similar features of the second tensioner

20B are designated with similar reference numbers followed by a "B."

[0046] Generally, the first tensioner 20A provides means for securing the first

connector 22A to the stabilizing member 12. In some embodiments, the first

tensioner 20A, also described as an adjustment mechanism or coupler, is further

adapted to adjust, and provides means for adjusting the effective length of the first

connector 22A.

[0047] In some embodiments, the first tensioner 20A includes a reel 70A

having a central lumen adapted to be coaxially received over the stabilizing

member 12, a circumferential gear 72A surrounding the reel 70A, a vertical gear

74A in contact with the circumferential gear 72A, an actuation head 78A, and a

housing 80A.

[0048] The reel 70A, as well as the circumferential gear 72A and vertical gear

74A are maintained at least partially within the housing 80A. In turn, the housing

80A is adapted to be secured to the stabilizing member 12. For example, the

housing 80A optionally forms a clamshell configuration through which the

stabilizing member 12 is receivable. Upon inserting the stabilizing member 12

through the central lumen of the reel 70A, the housing 80A is adapted to be

clamped onto the stabilizing member 12 with the reel 70A free to rotate about the

stabilizing member 12.

[0049] The first connector 22A is attached or secured to the reel 70A and

passes out of the housing 80A through an appropriately sized opening in the

housing 80A. Actuation of the vertical gear 74A via the actuation head 78A turns

the circumferential gear 72A, which turns the reel 70A, thus winding (or

unwinding, depending on the direction in which the reel 70A is turned) the first

connector 22A about the reel 70A. Rotation of the reel 70A in the appropriate

direction draws the first connector 22A in toward the first tensioner 20A, pulling



the first correction anchor 18A (FIG. 1) toward the first tensioner 20A according to

some methods of correcting a spinal defect. In some embodiments, the actuation

head 78A has a receptacle for receiving a hex head driver for rotating the

actuation head 78A.

[0050] From the foregoing, it should also be understood that the second

connector 22B is similarly coupled to the second tensioner 20B, where actuation

of the second tensioner 20B modifies the effective length of the second connector

22B, drawing the connector 22B in or letting them out.

[0051] The connectors 22A, 22B are optionally substantially similar, and thus

various features of the connectors 22 are described in association with the first

connector 22A. Features of the first connector 22A are designated with reference

numbers followed by an "A" and similar features of the second connector 22B are

designated with similar reference numbers followed by a "B."

[0052] In some embodiments, the first connector 22A is substantially flexible

such that the first connector 22A is able to be pivoted in multiple directions (e.g.,

to facilitate a polyaxial connection to the correction anchor 18A and/or the

tensioner 20A). Such flexibility additionally or alternatively facilitates spooling or

winding of the first connector 22A, for example. Suitable flexible materials for

forming the first connector 22A include wire and stranded cables, monofilament

polymer materials, multifilament polymer materials, multifilament carbon or

ceramic fibers, and others. In some embodiments, the first connector 22A is

formed of stainless steel or titanium wire or cable, although a variety of materials

are contemplated.

[0053] As shown in FIG. 1, the first connector 22A, also described as a force

directing member or a cable, is adapted to be secured to the first correction

anchor 18A and the first tensioner 20A, the first connector 22A defining an

effective length between the first tensioner 20A and the first correction anchor

18A, and thus the stabilizing member 12 (although, in some embodiments, the

first connector 22A is secured directly to the stabilizing member 12). As

described, in some embodiments, the first tensioner 20A is adapted to modify, and

provides means for modifying, the effective length of the first connector 22A. As



shown, the second connector 22B interacts similarly with the second correction

anchors 18B.

[0054] In view of the foregoing, assembly and use of the system 10 according

to some embodiments generally includes attaching the stabilizing anchors 14 on

superior and/or inferior locations of the target region 24A, for example to

transitional vertebrae characterizing a scoliotic curvature of the spinal column 24.

In some embodiments, the target region 24A includes those of the vertebrae 26 in

need, or in greater need, of correction. In operation, the connectors 22 couple the

correction anchors 18 to the stabilizing member 12 and, by retracting the

connectors 22 toward the stabilizing member 12, the spinal column 24 is brought

into more natural alignment.

[0055] The system 10 is optionally used for incremental correction, for gross

correction, and/or for maintaining a correction as desired. For example, the

connectors 22 are optionally retracted incrementally as part of one or more

procedures using the tensioners 20. In other embodiments, a single, gross

adjustment is made using the tensioners 20 or other device(s) to accomplish a

desired correction. In still other embodiments, a correction is made using other

hardware, prior to or in conjunction with securing the system 10 to the spinal

column 24, where the system 10 is utilized to maintain the desired correction.

[0056] FIGS. 5 and 6 show a tensioning system 100 for externally actuating

one or more of the tensioners 20 following implantation of the system 10. As

shown, the tensioning system 100 includes an implantable driver 102, also

described as a reciprocating adjuster, and an external driver 104.

[0057] In some embodiments, the implantable driver 102 includes a housing

106, one or more lever arms 108, also described as piston units, maintaining one

or more magnet(s) 110 and defining a center of rotation within the housing 106, a

drive shaft 112 coaxial with the center of rotation of the lever arms 108, a one-way

roller clutch 114 connected to the drive shaft 112, and reset springs 114 (FIG. 6),

also described as a return mechanism. T e drive shaft 112 is adapted to couple

with the actuation head 78A, for example by including a suitable mating

component, such as a hex head driver, or by being integrally formed or otherwise

connected to the actuation head 78A such that displacement of the lever arms



108 in a first direction causes the reel 70A to rotate in a second, orthogonal

direction such that the tensioner 20A acts as a transfer unit. In some

embodiments, the housing 106 of the implantable driver 102 is secured to the

housing 80A, for example being integrally formed therewith.

[0058] The external driver 104 is configured to activate the implantable driver

102 through the body of a patient (e.g., through skin, muscle, and/or bone as

appropriate) and includes a housing 120, a drive assembly 122, a drive shaft 124

connected to the drive assembly 122, and a magnet assembly 126 connected to

the drive shaft 124. In use, activation of the drive assembly 122 causes the

magnet assembly 126 to rotate.

[0059] The drive assembly 122 is optionally an angle driver adapted to rotate

the drive shaft 124 at a desired speed and torque. The housing 120 is optionally

substantially cylindrical in shape and includes a top 128 and a bottom 130, the

housing including a central aperture for receiving the drive shaft 124 and being

sized and shaped to receive the magnet assembly 126 such that the magnet

assembly 126 is free to rotate within the housing 126.

[0060] The magnet assembly 126 includes a plurality of magnets, such as a

first magnet 126A of a first polarity and a second magnet 126B of the same, or an

opposite polarity. As shown in FIG. 5, the first and second magnets 126A, 126B

are connected to one another with a circular attachment 128 that is, in turn,

connected to the drive shaft 124, the drive shaft 124 being coaxial with an axis of

rotation of the magnet assembly 126. The first and second magnets 126A, 126B

are optionally diametrically opposed to one another relative to the axis of rotation

of the magnet assembly 126.

[0061] In some uses, the implantable driver 102 is operated, or magnetically

powered, through the skin S of a patient using the external driver 104. In

particular, as the first and second magnets 126A, 126B of the external driver 104

rotate, the magnet(s) 110 of the implantable driver 102 are rotated until the

magnet(s) 110 are unable to rotate further (e.g., with the housing 106 acting as a

stop). The one-way roller clutch 114 allows rotation in a single direction and, upon

reaching the limit of rotation, the magnet(s) 110 reset back to their original position

via spring-action before the next one of the first and second magnets 126A, 126B



rotates into position with one or more of the magnet(s) 110 to initiate another

ratchet sequence. The one-way roller clutch 114 is adapted to ratchet, or hold,

after a small amount of rotation. This helps allow a relative compact design, as

the lever arms 108 are not required to travel through a large rotational angle. For

example, the lever arms 108 optionally each travel through an angle of between 0

and 45 degrees or between 5 and 30 degrees, although a variety of angular limits

are contemplated. In some embodiments, a gearing system (not shown) is also

employed to help increase torque as desired. The housing 106 of the implantable

driver 102 and the housing 120 of the external driver 104 help avoid unwanted

contact of moving parts with the skin of the patient.

[0062] FIGS. 7 and 8 show another tensioning system 150 for externally

actuating one or more of the tensioners 20 following implantation of the system

10. As shown, the tensioning system 150 acts as a reciprocating adjuster and

includes a cap 152, also described as a piston unit, and a spring 154, also

described as a return mechanism, as well as a one-way drive roller clutch 156 and

a drive shaft 158, also described as a transfer unit. The tensioning system 150 is

adapted to translate a linear downward force to lateral, or transverse, rotation.

The cap 152 is engaged with the spring 154 and one-way drive clutch 156 such

that when a downward force is applied to the spring-loaded cap 152 the ensuing

downward movement of the cap 152 causes lateral rotation of the one-way drive

roller clutch 154. In some embodiments, the clutch 156 has grooves or ridges

156A that are cut at an angle so that depression of the cap 152 causes the clutch

156 to rotate, where the steeper the angle the less the force required to depress

the cap 152 and the less ensuing rotation of the drive shaft 158. The drive shaft

158 and/or clutch 156 are also optionally coupled to a gearbox (not shown) to

enhance mechanical advantage of the system 150. The system 150 also

optionally includes a plurality of low-friction ball bearings 160 between the cap 152

and the clutch 156 to reduce the force needed to depress the cap 152 and rotate

the drive shaft 158.

[0063] The one-way drive roller utch 156 is coupled to the drive shaft 158

such that rotation of the clutch 156 translates to rotation of the drive shaft 158. In

some embodiments, the drive shaft 158 is adapted to be connected to the



actuation head 78A. The drive shaft 158 is optionally a 4 mm hex drive adapted,

for example, to engage with a female 4 mm hex pocket in the actuation head 78A

of the tensioner 20A (FIG. 1).

[0064] The system 150 is optionally activated by depressing the button through

a patient's skin, where the cap 152 is located by a user via tactile feel and/or

external markings (e.g., tattoos), for example. In some embodiments, during use,

the cap 152 does not rotate relative to the tensioner 20A. For example, the

downward force on the cap 152 rotates the one-way roller clutch 156, which then

actuates the tensioner 20A to tighten the connector 22A, for example.

[0065] FIGS. 9 and 10 show another tensioning system 200, also described

as a reciprocating adjuster, that is optionally employed in addition to, or as a

replacement for, one or more of the tensioners 20. The tensioning system 200

includes a housing 202, an outer one-way roller clutch 204, also referred to as an

outer clutch, an inner one-way roller clutch 206, also referred to as an inner clutch,

a push button 208, also described as a piston unit, and a spring 210, also

described as a return mechanism. The housing 202 generally maintains the outer

and inner clutches 204, 206, also described as a transfer unit, the push button 208

and the spring 210, and is adapted to be secured (e.g., via a clamshell fit) to the

stabilizing member 12. As shown in FIG. 10, the outer clutch 204 includes

gearing 212 and the push button 208 includes gearing 214, the gearing 212 and

the gearing 214 being adapted to complement one another to rotationally drive the

outer clutch 204 upon depressing the push button 208, where linear movement of

the push button is translated into transverse movement of the outer clutch 204.

[0066] As designated in FIG. 10, the outer clutch 204 is adapted to spin

freely in a first direction D1 and to lock to the inner clutch 206 in a second

direction D2. In turn, the inner clutch 206 is adapted to spin freely relative to the

stabilizing member 12 in the second direction D2 while being locked to the

stabilizing member 12 in the first direction D1.

[0067] In some embodiments, the outer and inner clutches 204, 206 are

one-way drawn-cup roller clutches arranged with the outer clutch 204 around the

inner clutch 206 such that when the push button 208 is depressed both the inner

roller clutch 206 and the outer clutch 204 forward rotate relative to the stationary



member and when the push button is released 208 the spring 210 returns the

push button 208 to its original position and the inner clutch 206 remains stationary

while the outer clutch 204 back rotates relative to the stabilizing member 12.

[0068] One of the connectors 22, for example the connector 22A, is

secured to the inner clutch 206 such that a user accessing the push button 208

(e.g., through the skin of a patient as previously described) is able to repeatedly

push the push button 208 in order to ratchet the connector 22A toward (or

alternatively, away) from the stabilizing rod 12, shortening the effective length of

the connector 22A. Gear boxes or other means of enhancing mechanical

advantage of the system 200 are employed as desired.

[0069] FIGS. 11 and 12 show another tensioning system 250, also

described as a reciprocating adjuster, that is optionally employed in addition to, or

as a replacement for, one or more of the tensioners 20. As shown, similarly to the

system 200, the system 250 also employs a dual roller clutch mechanism, also

described as a transfer unit. The system 250 includes a housing 252, an outer

one-way roller clutch 254, also referred to as an outer clutch, an inner one-way

roller clutch 256, also referred to as an inner clutch, a push button 258, also

referred to as a piston unit, a spring 260, also described as a return mechanism,

and a drive linkage 262 coupling the push button 258 to the outer dutch 254. In

operation, depression of the push button 258 results in rotational force on the

outer clutch 254 in a first direction and releasing the push button 258 from the

depressed position to an initial position results in a rotational force on the outer

clutch 254 in an opposite direction. The housing 252 generally maintains the

outer and inner clutches 254, 256, the push button 258, the spring 260, and the

drive linkage 262, and is adapted to be secured (e.g., via a clamshell fit) to the

stabilizing member 12. As shown, the system 250 also includes a magnetic latch

assembly 270 adapted to allow selective activation of the system 250 for

adjustment.

[0070] In some embodiments, the system 250 generally operates similarly

to the system 200, where a user depresses the push button 258 through the skin

of the patient to ratchet one of the connectors 22, for example the first connector

22A, around the inner clutch 254. Additionally, the magnetic latch assembly 270



is present as an optional feature to help prevent inadvertent adjustment of the

system 250 (e.g., by an unintentional depression of the push button 258). As

shown, the magnetic latch assembly 270 includes a housing 271 maintaining a

spring 272, a latch magnet 274, and a stop member 276 adapted to engage with

stop features 280 associated with the inner clutch 206 (e.g., slots formed into the

outer surface of the inner clutch 206).

[0071] The magnetic latch assembly 274 is operated by bringing a magnet

in close enough proximity to the latch magnet 274 to release the stop member 276

from the stop features 280. Upon doing so, the push button 258 is able to be

depressed to ratchet the system 250.

[0072] Thus, the system 250 provides a relatively vertical, or in-line

arrangement of a dual roller clutch mechanism, where the push button 258 is

more in line with the stabilizing member 12 to help minimize the amount of lateral

space taken up by the design. In some embodiments, the magnetic latch

assembly 274 helps prevent rotation unless a magnet is placed above the latch

magnet 274, thereby helping to prevent unintentional activation of the tensioning

system 250. In use, a user (not shown) would bring an external magnet into

proximity with the latch magnet to put the system 250 into an active state and then

operate the system 250 with the system 250 in the active state.

[0073] FIGS. 13, 14, and 15 show another tensioning system 300 that is

optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the

tensioners 20. As shown, the system 300, also described as a resistance adjuster

and a reciprocating adjuster, includes a housing 302, a drive member 304, also

described as a slide unit, a drive spring 306, also described as a potential energy

drive, a reset spring 310 (FIG. 15), also described as a return mechanism, and a

push button 308 and an engagement member 312, also described as a resistance

unit.

[0074] The housing 302 is optionally substantially cylindrical and hollow,

defining a first compartment 302A and a second compartment 302B. The drive

member 304 extends from the first compartment 302A out of the second

compartment 302B of the housing 302, where the drive member 304 and the

housing 302 are coaxially received over the stabilizing member 12. The drive



member 304 is optionally substantially cylindrical and hollow and defines an

enlarged base 316, a main body 318, and an enlarged head 320. The main body

318 includes a plurality of teeth 322 (FIG. 15) adapted to selectively engage with

the engagement member 312.

[0075] As shown in FIGS. 13 and 14, the drive member 304 is adapted to

slide over the stabilizing member 12 while the housing 302 is secured relative

thereto, the drive member 304 being able to slide out from the housing 302 until

the enlarged head limits further travel of the drive member 304. As shown, the

drive spring 306 is coaxially received over the drive member 304 between the

base 316 and the housing 302. The drive spring 306 is a compression spring for

exerting a pushing force on the base 316 of the drive member 304, to move the

drive member 304 from a first position (FIG. 13) to a second position (FIG. 14)

away from the housing 302, although other types of potential energy drives are

contemplated.

[0076] As shown in FIG. 15, the push button 308 is slidably received

through a sidewall of the second compartment 302B and is connected to the

engagement member 312. The engagement member 312 includes

complementary sets of teeth 324A, 324B to the teeth 322 on the drive member

304. The sets of teeth 324A, 324B are located on opposite portions of the

engagement member 312 and are offset slightly from one another. Upon

depressing the push button 308 through the skin, the first set of teeth 324A is

released from the complementary teeth 322 on the drive member 304 and, in turn,

the second set of teeth 324B engage the complementary teeth 322 of the drive

member 304. Upon releasing the push button 308, the reset spring 310 causes

the first set of teeth 324A to reengage with the complementary teeth 322 and the

second set of teeth 324B to release from the complementary teeth 322. In this

manner, the drive member 304 is selectively released (e.g., a relatively small

amount) following each cycle of depressing and releasing the push button 308.

[0077] One of the connectors 22, such as the first connector 22A is secured

to the enlarged head 320. An aperture, roller, or other transition (not shown) is

provided on the housing 302 such that the connector 22A is able to extend

outwardly, in a transverse direction from the housing 302. As the drive member



304 pistons downwardly out from the housing 302, the enlarged head 320 moves

downwardly, pulling the first connector 22A into the housing 302 and reducing the

effective length of the first connector 22A between the stabilizing member 12 and

the first correction anchor 18A, for example.

[0078] Though not shown, a magnetic latch assembly, such as those

previously described, is optionally employed with this embodiment, or any other

appropriate embodiment, to help prevent inadvertent actuation of the tensioning

system 300. Moreover, although the pushing force is supplied by the drive spring

306, in other embodiments the pushing force is supplied by other potential energy

drives, including expansion of a hydrogel material, gas (e.g., pre-installed in the

first compartment 302A or generated via chemical reaction, for example), or other

means for generating a pushing force on the drive member 304.

[0079] FIGS. 16 and 17 show another tensioning system 350 that is

optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the

tensioners 20. The system 350, also described as a reciprocating adjuster,

includes a housing 352, a drive member 354, a one-way roller clutch 356, also

referred to as an outer clutch, a push button 358, a reset spring 360, also

described as a return mechanism, and a drive linkage 362 coupling the push

button 358 to the outer clutch 356 such that depression of the push button 358

(e.g., through the skin of a patient) results in rotational force on the outer clutch

356 in a first direction and releasing the push button 358 from the depressed

position to an initial position resulting in a rotational force on the outer clutch 356

in an opposite direction. The housing 352 generally maintains the outer clutch

356, the push button 358, the reset spring 360, and the drive linkage 362, and is

adapted to be secured (e.g., via a clamshell fit) to the stabilizing member 12.

[0080] The housing 352 is optionally substantially cylindrical and hollow,

defining a first compartment 352A and a second compartment 352B. The drive

member 354 is also optionally cylindrical and hollow, the drive member 354

extending from the first compartment 352A out of the second compartment 352B

of the housing 352, where the drive member 354 and the housing 352 are

coaxially received over the stabilizing member 12. The drive member 354 defines

an enlarged base 366, a main body 368, and an enlarged head 370. In some



embodiments, one or more of the connectors, such as the first connector 22A, is

secured to the enlarged head 370. The main body 368 includes a plurality of

threads 372 (FIG. 15) adapted to mate with the outer clutch 356.

[0081] The drive member 354 is adapted to slide over the stabilizing

member 12 while the housing 352 is secured relative thereto, the drive member

354 being able to slide out from the housing 352 until the enlarged head limits

further travel of the drive member 354. As shown, the outer clutch 356 is coaxially

received over the drive member 354 between the base 366 and the housing 352.

The outer clutch 356 has a threaded internal lumen (not shown), where the

threads of the outer clutch 356 mate with the threads 372 of the drive member 354

to move the drive member 304 from a first position to a second position away from

the housing 352.

[0082] As shown in FIG. 17, the push button 358 is slidably received

through a sidewall of the second compartment 352B and is connected to the drive

linkage 362. Upon depressing the push button 308, the drive linkage 362 causes

the outer clutch 356 to rotate, or ratchet, until the push button 308 is fully

depressed. As the outer clutch 356 rotates, the drive member 354 is driven out of

the housing 352 and the first connector 22A is pulled into the housing 352,

thereby shortening its effective length. In at least this manner, the system 350 is

optionally used to tension the first connector 22A to help correct a spinal

deformity.

[0083] Though not shown, a magnetic latch assembly, such as those

previously described, is optionally employed with this embodiment, or any other

embodiment described herein, to help prevent inadvertent actuation of the

tensioning system 350.

[0084] FIGS. 18 and 19 show another tensioning system 400 that is

optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the

tensioners 20. The system 400, also described as a resistance adjuster, includes

a hollow portion 402 of the stabilizing member 12, also described as a housing, a

drive member 404, also described as a slide unit, a drive spring 406, also

described as a potential energy drive, a biodegradable mass 408, also described

as a resistance unit, a first collar 410, and a second collar 412.



[0085] As shown, the housing 402 defines a first compartment 402A and a

second compartment 402B separated by a wall 402C having a lumen (not shown)

sized to slidably receive the drive member 404. The housing 402 also includes a

first connector aperture 420 and a second connector aperture 422, the first and

second connector apertures 420, 422 being adapted to slidably receive one of the

connectors 22, such as the first connector 22A and the second connector 22B, for

example.

[0086] As shown, the drive member 404 extends within the first

compartment 402A and the second compartment 402B, where the drive member

404 includes an enlarged base 426 slidably received in the second compartment

402B and abutted against the biodegradable mass 408.

[0087] The drive spring 406 is optionally a compression spring received

over the drive member 404, the drive spring 406 being positioned between the

enlarged base 426 of the drive member 404 and the wall 402C.

[0088] In some embodiments, the biodegradable mass 408 is a polymeric

material configured to be absorbed into the body over a predetermined time

period. For example, in some embodiments, the biodegradable mass 408 is PGA

(poly glycolic acid) with a degradation time between about 6 to about 12 months,

PLA (poly lactic acid) with a degradation time greater than about 24 months, or a

bacterial polyester (e.g., a polyhydroxyalkanoate) with a degradation time greater

than about 12 months. The biodegradable mass 408 can be tailored (e.g., with a

pre-selected timing by combining different types of materials) to degrade over a

predetermined time period. In some embodiments, one or more portion(s) of the

housing 402 allows bodily fluids to interact with the biodegradable mass 408. For

example, the second compartment 402B optionally a porous wall structure or

otherwise allows the body to interact sufficiently with the biodegradable mass 408

to result in absorption of the material.

[0089] The first and second collars 410, 412 are positioned along the drive

member 404 and, in some embodiments, are secured to the drive member 404

such that the first and second collars 410, 412 move with the drive member 404

as the drive member 404 slides in the housing 402. In turn, the first and second

connectors 22A, 22B are secured to the first and second collars 410, 412.



[0090] In some implementations, the biodegradable mass 408 begins to be

absorbed over time, allowing the drive spring 406 to push the enlarged base 426

downward, in turn causing the drive member 404 to slide downward along with the

first and second collars 410, 412. Generally, potential energy is stored in the drive

spring 406 or other means for storing energy (e.g., an expandable hydrogel) and

is released at the rate of decay of the biodegradable mass 408 (e.g., a

substantially continuous and predetermined rate of decay). The rate of decay or

degradation can be controlled by the type of biodegradable material used,

material geometry, the surface area exposed, the porosity of the material, and the

shape of the biodegradable mass 408, for example.

[0091] In some embodiments, the axial movement of the drive member 404

draws the connectors 22A, 22B into the housing 202 through the first and second

connector apertures 420, 422. As the connectors 22A, 22B are drawn into the

housing, the effective length between the connectors 22A, 22B and the first and

second correction anchors 18A, 18B is shortened, the correction anchors being

drawn toward the housing 402, and consequently, the stabilizing member 12. In

at least this manner, the correction anchors 18 are able to be pulled toward the

stabilizing member 12, according to some embodiments.

[0092] FIGS. 20 and 21 show another tensioning system 450 that is

optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the

tensioners 20. The system 450, also described as a resistance adjuster, includes

a housing 452 adapted to be received over the stabilizing member 12, a drive

member 454, also described as a slide unit, a drive spring 456, also described as

a potential energy drive, and a biodegradable mass 458, also described as a

resistance unit. In some embodiments, the system 450 generally operates

similarly to the system 400, where the system 450 is adapted to be secured over

the stabilizing member 12.

[0093] The housing 452 is optionally substantially cylindrical and hollow,

defining a first compartment 452A. The drive member 454 extends from the first

compartment 452A out of the housing 452, where the drive member 454 and the

housing 452 are coaxially received over the stabilizing member 12. The drive



member 454 is optionally substantially cylindrical and hollow and defines an

enlarged base 466, a main body 468, and an enlarged head 470.

[0094] As shown, the drive member 454 is adapted to slide over the

stabilizing member 12 while the housing 452 is secured relative thereto, the drive

member 454 being able to slide out from the housing 452 until the enlarged head

470 limits further travel of the drive member 454. As shown, the drive spring 456

is coaxially received over the drive member 454 between the base 466 and the

housing 452. The drive spring 456 is a compression spring for exerting a pushing

force on the base 466 of the drive member 454. The biodegradable mass 458 is

located in the first compartment 452A between under the enlarged head 470 to

substantially prevent the drive spring 456 from moving the drive member 454. As

the biodegradable mass degrades, the resistance to movement is removed and

the drive spring 456 is able to move the drive member 454 from a first position

(FIG. 20) to a second position (FIG. 21) away from the housing 452, although

other types of springs are contemplated.

[0095] As the drive member 454 is selectively released (e.g., a

predetermined amount over time) following implantation of the system 450, the

enlarged head 470 moves within the first compartment 452A. In some

embodiments, one or more of the connectors 22, such as the first connector 22A,

is secured relative to the enlarged head 470. As the head 470 is actuated within

the first compartment 452A, the first connector 22A is drawn into the housing 452,

thereby shortening the effective length of the first connector 22A between the

stabilizing member 12 and the first correction anchor 18A. Thus, in some

embodiments, the system 450 is optionally employed to draw one or more of the

correction anchors 18 toward the stabilizing member 12.

[0096] FIGS. 22, 23, and 24 show another tensioning system 500 that is

optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the

tensioners 20. The system 500, also described as a resistance adjuster, includes

a housing 502 adapted to be received over the stabilizing member 12, a drive

member 504, also described as a slide unit, a drive spring 506, also described as

a potential energy drive, a biodegradable mass 508, also described as a

resistance unit, a drive unit 510 connected to the drive member 504, and a guide



piece 512. In some embodiments, the system 500 generally operates similarly to

the system 450, the system 500 being adapted to be secured over the stabilizing

member 12.

[0097] The housing 502 is optionally substantially cylindrical and hollow,

defining a first compartment 502A. The drive member 504 extends from the first

compartment 502A out of the housing 502, where the drive member 504 and the

housing 502 are coaxially received over the stabilizing member 12. The drive

member 504 is optionally substantially cylindrical and hollow and defines an

enlarged base 516, a main body 518, and an enlarged head 520.

[0098] As shown, the drive member 504 is adapted to slide over the

stabilizing member 12 while the housing 502 is secured relative thereto, the drive

member 504 being able to slide out from the housing 502 until the enlarged head

520 limits further travel of the drive member 504. As shown, the drive spring 506

is coaxially received over the drive member 504 between the base 516 and the

housing 502. The drive spring 506 is a compression spring for exerting a pushing

force on the base 516 of the drive member 504. The biodegradable mass 508 is

located in the first compartment 502A under the enlarged base 516 to

substantially prevent the drive spring 456 from moving the drive member 504. As

the biodegradable mass 508 degrades, the drive spring 506 is able to move the

drive member 504 from a first position to a second position into the housing 502,

although other types of springs are contemplated.

[0099] As indicated in FIGS. 22 and 23, the drive unit 510 is connected to

the drive member 504, the drive unit being slidably received over the stabilizing

member 12. The drive unit 510 includes an inner cylinder 530 and with male

threading and an outer cylinder 532 with female threading complementary to the

male threading on the inner cylinder 530. As shown in FIG. 24, the outer cylinder

532 includes an internal magnet 534 adapted to interact with one or more external

magnets 536 adapted to be activated outside the patient, which, when rotated,

rotationally drive the internal magnet 534 through the skin of the patient, causing

the outer cylinder 532 to be driven up or down the inner cylinder 530.

[00100] In some embodiments, the internal magnet 534 has a first portion of

a first polarity and a second portion of a second, opposite polarity. The external



magnets 536 similarly have two portions with opposite polarities. As the external

magnets 536 rotate, the polarities of the external magnets push and pull,

respectively, on the polarities of the internal magnet 534 as the external magnets

are rotated. One example of a suitable magnetic drive system is described in U.S.

Patent Application Publication 2009/0112207, filed May 15, 2008 and published

April 30, 2009, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

[00101] The guide piece 512 is adapted to be a low friction interface for one

or more of the connectors 22 adapted to direct the connectors 22 from an axial

direction along the stabilizing member 12 to a more transverse direction. One of

the connectors 22, such as the first connector 22A, is secured to the outer cylinder

532 and up through the guide piece 512 to one of the correction anchors 18, such

as the first correction anchor 18A.

[00102] In some embodiments, the drive member 504 is selectively released

(e.g., a predetermined amount over time) following implantation of the system 500

such that the enlarged head 520 moves further into the first compartment 502A.

As the drive member 504 moves axially, so does the drive unit 510, in turn pulling

the connector 22A and shortening the effective length of the connector 22A

between the stabilizing member 12 and the correction anchor 18A. As desired,

the connector 22A is loosened or tightened (e.g., for fine adjustment purposes), by

using the external magnets 536 to rotate the internal magnet 534.

[00103] FIGS. 25 and 26 show another tensioning system 550 that is

optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the

tensioners 20. In some embodiments, the system 550, also described as a

resistance adjuster, includes a housing 552 adapted to be received over the

stabilizing member 12, a coupler 554, also described as a slide unit, a drive spring

556, also described as a potential energy drive, and a biodegradable mass 558,

also described as a resistance unit.

[00104] In some embodiments, the housing 552 is adapted to be secured to

the stabilizing member 12 (e.g., via a clamshell fit) and includes a substantially

helical internal compartment 552A with a connector aperture 570 opening into the

internal compartment 552A. As shown, the drive spring 556 is helically wound in

the internal compartment 552A and is adapted to act as a torsion spring, the drive



spring 556 being in a compressed state with a first end 572 of the spring 556

secured to the housing 552 and a second end 574 of the spring 556 connected to

the coupler 554. In some embodiments, the biodegradable mass 558 is disposed

at the second end 574 of the spring 556 and/or the coupler 554, maintaining the

spring 556 in a compressed state. One of the connectors 22, such as the first

connector 22A, is secured to the coupler 554, the first connector 22A winding

back out of the internal compartment 552A through the connector aperture 570.

[00105] In some embodiments, as the biodegradable mass 558 degrades,

the second end 570 of the spring 556 travels further into the internal compartment

552A, drawing the coupler 554 and the first connector 22A further into the internal

compartment 552A. In some embodiments, as the first connector 22A is drawn

into the internal compartment 552A, the effective length between the stabilizer 12

and the correction anchor 18A is reduced.

[00106] FIGS. 27 and 28 show an expanding stabilizing member system 600

that is optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, the stabilizing

member 12. For example, the system 600, also described as a resistance

adjuster, is optionally employed by attaching the system 600 to the spinal column

24 using the stabilizing anchors 18, such that the spinal column 24 is able to be

expanded longitudinally to help reduce the defective curvature of the spinal

column 24.

[00107] In some embodiments, the system 600 includes a housing 602, a

drive member 604, also described as a slide unit, a drive spring 606, also

described as a potential energy drive, a biodegradable mass 608, also described

as a resistance unit, and an adjustable collar 610. The housing 602 is optionally

substantially cylindrical and hollow, defining a first compartment 602A. The drive

member 604 extends from the first compartment 602A out of the housing 602.

The drive member 604 is optionally substantially cylindrical and defines a main

body 612 having a plurality of male threads along the length thereof (not shown)

and an enlarged head 614.

[00108] In some embodiments, the adjustable collar 610 has female

threading and is coaxially received over the male threading of the main body 612.

The adjustable collar 610 includes a magnetic element and/or is otherwise



adapted to respond to magnetic force, the adjustable collar 610 having a first

polarity portion 61OA and a second polarity portion 61OB.

[00109] As shown, the drive member 604 is adapted to slide within the

housing 602. In some embodiments, the drive member 604 is restricted from

rotating relative to the drive housing, for example, being keyed or otherwise

having complementary features to the portion of the housing 602 from which the

drive member 604 extends that substantially prevent relative rotation between the

housing and drive member 604. The drive member 604 is adapted to slide out

from the housing 602 until the adjustable collar 610 limits further travel of the drive

member 604 and into the housing 602 until the enlarged head 614 abuts the

housing 602.

[00110] As shown, the drive spring 606 is coaxially received over the drive

member 604 between the adjustable collar 610 and the housing 602. The drive

spring 606 is a compression spring for exerting a pushing force on the adjustable

collar 610 of the drive member 604. The biodegradable mass 608 is located in

the first compartment 602A ahead of the adjustable collar 610 to substantially

prevent the drive spring 606 from moving the drive member 604. As the

biodegradable mass 608 degrades, the drive spring 606 is able to move the drive

member 604 from a first position to a second position outwardly from the housing

602, to extend the overall length of the system 600.

[00111] In some embodiments, the effective length of the system 600 is

adjusted (e.g., for fine adjustments or if the length of the system begins to grow

too quickly), by rotating the adjustable collar 610. In some embodiments, an

external magnetic drive 640, such as those previously described, is utilized

through the skin to rotate the adjustable collar 610 and adjust the overall length of

the system 600.

[00112] Although potential energy is stored in the system 600 using the

spring 606, in other embodiments an expanding material, is utilized to exert a

pushing force on the drive member 604. For example a hydrogel material (e.g.,

material having the tradename "HYPAN" available from Hymedix), NDGA

(nordihydroguaiaretic acid), and/or other expandable materials are optionally

utilized. In still other embodiments, the spring 606 is replaced and/or augmented



by using a compressed gas cylinder or other means for storing potential energy

for use in the system 600 to drive the drive member 604.

[00113] FIG. 29 shows another tensioning system 650 that is optionally

employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the tensioners 20.

For example, the tensioning system 650 optionally replaces the stabilizing

member 12 or portions thereof, or is mounted to the stabilizing member 12 as

desired. The system 650 includes a housing 652, a drive member 654, a first

actuator collar 656, a second actuator collar 658, a motor unit 660 connected to

the drive member 654, and a power coupler 662.

[00114] In some embodiments, the housing 652 includes a substantially

hollow vertical rod (e.g., about 10-15mm in diameter), the housing 652 being

adapted to maintain the drive member 654, the first and second actuator collars

656, 658, and the motor unit 660. The housing 652 optionally acts as the

stabilizing member 12 in the system 10, in some embodiments, the housing being

secured to the spinal column 24 with the stabilizing anchors 18, for example.

[00115] The drive member 654 is optionally adapted to act as a substantially

flexible axle, for example being about 3mm in diameter and formed of steel or

other appropriate material (e.g., metallic and/or polymeric materials). The

actuator collars 656, 658 are secured to the drive member 654 at longitudinal

positions thereon and one or more of the connectors 22, such as the first and

second connectors 22A, 22B, respectively, are secured to the actuator collars

656, 658.

[00116] The first and second actuator collars 656, 658 are optionally

substantially similar, the first and second actuator collars 656, 658 being

described cumulatively with respect to the first actuator collar 656. In some

embodiments, the first actuator collar 656 is a magnetically activated tensioner

means secured to one of the connectors 22, such as the first connector 22A.

[00117] The first actuator collar 656 is shown in FIGS. 30 and 31, where

FIG. 30 shows the first actuator collar 656 in a free spinning, or unlocked state,

and FIG. 31 shows the first actuator collar 656 in a locked, or engaged state. As

shown, the first actuator collar 656 includes an outer portion 656A and an inner

portion 656B having a plurality of pockets slidably receiving a plurality of magnetic



engagement members 670. As shown in FIG. 31, an external magnet 672 is

brought into proximity of a patient (not shown) to cause the magnetic engagement

members 670 to push inwardly to lock the inner and outer portions 656A, 656B.

[00118] In some embodiments, the magnetic polarity on the external magnet

672 is switched (by physically flipping a magnet or switching the current to an

electric magnet) in order to cause the magnetic engagement members 670 to

slide outwardly into the pockets in the outer portion 656A to release the first

actuator collar 656. As described further below, magnetic activation of the

actuator collars 656, 658 helps facilitate individual adjustment, allowing more

torque from a single source to be available to draw the connectors 22 to the

housing 652.

[00119] In some embodiments, the motor unit 660 is a Maxon Motor, 13mm

OD, with a 3371:1 gear ratio, although a variety of motors are optionally

employed. The power coupler 662 is optionally an inductive power coupler, also

described as a receiver, a secondary coil, or an internal antenna, for receiving

inductive power from an external inductive power source (not shown). In some

embodiments, the power coupler 662 has about a 50 mm diameter body and

includes a physical magnet such that the external inductive power source, or

external primary coil, is better able to center on the power coupler 662 to increase

the coupling efficiency.

[00120] In some embodiments, when the external, primary coil (not shown)

is centered above the power coupler 662, electrical energy on the order of 2-3

watts (up to 20 watts if needed) is delivered to the motor unit 660 causing rotation

of the drive member 652. The connectors 22 are selectively tensioned by

engaging a selected one of the actuator collars 656, 658 magnetically. In at least

this manner, power is selectively applied for tensioning so that the maximum

amount of tension is directed to the desired connector 22. If desired, the motor

unit 660 is reversible and/or gearing (not shown) is employed to pay out, or loosen

the connectors 22 as desired. In some embodiments, feedback and position

information is transmitted back from the system 650 to an external receiver via IR

(infrared) or RF (radio frequency), for example.



[00121] FIG. 32 shows another tensioning system 700 that is optionally

employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the tensioners 20.

For example, the tensioning system 700 optionally replaces the stabilizing

member 12 or portions thereof, or is mounted to the stabilizing member 12 as

desired. The system 700 includes a secondary spool 702, a drive member 704, a

first actuator collar 706, a second actuator collar 708, a motor unit 710 connected

to the drive member 704, a power coupler 712, and a gear system 714. Although

the power coupler 712 is optionally an inductive power source, in other

embodiments the power coupler is an implantable battery or other power source.

[00122] As shown, the system 700 operates generally similarly to the system

650. In some embodiments, the drive member 704 and the secondary spool 702

are interconnected by the gear system 714. The motor unit 710 turns the drive

member 704, which, through the gear system 714, turns the secondary spool 702.

The first and second actuator collars 706, 708 are secured to the secondary spool

702 and are thereby turned to draw one or more of the connectors 22 toward the

secondary spool 702. Additionally, the secondary spool 702 is optionally turned in

an opposite direction to pay out the connectors 22 from the actuator collars 706,

708 as desired. Magnetic means (not shown) are optionally employed to engage

or disengage the actuator collars 706, 708 as desired.

[00123] FIGS. 33 and 34 show another tensioning system 750 that is

optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the

tensioners 20. For example, the tensioning system 750 optionally replaces the

stabilizing member 12 or portions thereof, or is mounted to the stabilizing member

12 as desired. The system 750 includes a housing 752, a drive member 754, a

first actuator collar 756, a second actuator collar 758, a motor unit 760 connected

to the drive member 754, and a power coupler 762.

[00124] In some embodiments, the housing 752 includes a substantially

hollow vertical cylindrical body (e.g., about 10-15mm in diameter), the housing

752 being adapted to house the drive member 754, the first and second

adjustment collars 756, 758, and the motor unit 760. The housing 752 optionally

acts as the stabilizing member 12 in the system 10, in some embodiments, the



housing being secured to the spinal column 24 with the stabilizing anchors 18, for

example.

[00125] As shown, the drive member 754 includes two portions, a base

portion 754A and a traveler portion 754B. The base portion 754A is elongate and

extends from a first end 770 connected to the motor unit 760 and a second end

772 bearing a male threaded head 774. The traveler portion 754A is substantially

elongate and includes a female threaded section 778 and a carrier section 780.

The traveler portion 754B is non-rotatable and axially slidable in the housing 752.

The female threaded section 778 of the traveler portion 754B is mated with the

male threaded head 774 of the base portion 754A such that rotation of the base

portion 754A by the motor unit 760 causes the traveler portion 754B to move

axially within the housing 752. For example, FIG. 33 shows the traveler portion

754B at a first position in the housing 752 and FIG. 34 shows the traveler portion

756B in a second, more retracted position in the housing 752.

[00126] The adjustment collars 756, 758 are secured at longitudinal

positions along the carrier section 780. One or more of the connectors 22 are

secured to each of the adjustment collars, such as the first and second connectors

22A, 22B, respectively, such that axial movement of the carrier section 780 draws

in or lets out the connectors 22 from the housing 752, thereby shortening or

lengthening the effective length of the connectors 22 between the correction

anchors 18 and the housing 752 as desired. In some embodiments, the

adjustment collars 756, 758 are also threaded onto the carrier section 780, where

rotation of the adjustment collars 756, 758 using external magnets such as those

previously referenced, allows additional tensioning and/or loosening of the

connectors 22.

[00127] FIGS. 35 and 36 show another tensioning system 800 that is

optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the

tensioners 20. For example, the tensioning system 800 optionally replaces the

stabilizing member 12 or portions thereof, or is mounted to the stabilizing member

12 as desired. The system 800 includes a housing 802, a drive member 804, a

first actuator anchor 806, a second actuator anchor 808, a motor unit 810

connected to the drive member 804, and a power coupler 812.



[00128] In some embodiments, the housing 802 includes a substantially

hollow vertical cylindrical body (e.g., about 10-15mm in diameter) having a

plurality of connector apertures 816, the housing 802 being adapted to house the

drive member 804, the first and second adjustment anchors 806, 808, and the

motor unit 810. The housing 802 optionally acts as the stabilizing member 12 in

the system 10. In some embodiments, the housing 802 is secured to the spinal

column 24 with the stabilizing anchors 18, for example.

[00129] As shown, the drive member 804 includes two portions, a base

portion 804A and a traveler portion 804B. The base portion 804A is elongate and

extends from a first end 820 connected to the motor unit 810 and a second end

822 bearing a male threaded head 824. The traveler portion 804A is substantially

elongate and includes a female threaded section 828 and a carrier section 830.

The traveler portion 804B is non-rotatable and axially slidable in the housing 802.

The female threaded section 828 of the traveler portion 804B is mated with the

male threaded head 824 of the base portion 804A such that rotation of the base

portion 804A by the motor unit 810 causes the traveler portion 804B to move

axially within the housing 802. For example, FIG. 35 shows the traveler portion

804B at a first position in the housing 802 and FIG. 36 shows the traveler portion

806B in a second, more retracted position in the housing 802.

[00130] As shown, the first and second adjustment anchors 806, 808 are

substantially similar to one another. As such, the second adjustment anchor 808

is described cumulative with respect to the first adjustment anchor 806. The first

and/or second adjustment anchors 806, 808 are optionally adapted to be

substituted for one or more of the correction anchors 18, according to some

embodiments. As shown, the first adjustment anchor 806 is generally L-shaped

when viewed from the side, where the first adjustment anchor 806 includes an

extension arm 806A with male threading (not shown), a collar 806B with female

threading (not shown), a base arm 806C, and a head 806D all assembled

together.

[00131] The collar 806B is rotatably coupled to the base arm 806C and the

extension arm 806A is non-rotatably and slidabJy coupled to the base arm 806C.

The extension arm 806A is received within the collar 806B and the base arm



806C. The threads of the extension arm 806A and the collar 806B are mated such

that the extension arm 806A is able to be telescoped inward and outward from the

collar 806B and the base arm 806C by rotating the collar 806B in a first direction

and a second direction, respectively. The collar 806B is optionally formed of a

magnetic material and has a portion with a first polarity and another portion with a

second polarity. External magnets (not shown), such as those previously

described, are optionally used to rotate the collar 806B to adjust the overall length

of the adjustment anchor 806.

[00132] The head 806D of the adjustment anchor 806 optionally includes a

pedicle screw that is adapted to be driven into a vertebra of the spinal column 24

such that the adjustment anchor 806 is able to be pulled upon similarly to one of

the correction anchors 18.

[00133] One or more of the connectors 22 are secured to the carrier section

830, respectively, such that axial movement of the carrier section 830 draws in or

lets out the connectors 22 from the connector apertures 816 of the housing 802,

thereby shortening or lengthening the effective length of the connectors 22

between the adjustment anchors 806A, 806B and the housing 802, and thus the

spinal column 24, as desired. Each of the adjustment anchors 806A, 806B are

also optionally adjusted in length to modify the tension being exerted by the

system 800 on the spinal column 24 as desired.

[00134] FIGS. 37 and 38 show another tensioning system 850 that is

optionally employed as a means for externally operating the tensioners 20. As

shown, the system 850, also described as a reciprocating adjuster, includes a

housing 852, a motor drive 854, a power coupler 856, a roller clutch 858, and a

drive shaft 860.

[00135] The housing 852 is adapted to maintain the motor drive 854, the

roller clutch 858, and the drive shaft 860. The motor drive 854 is optionally a

nitinol drive, such as that sold under the trade name "DM01 nitinol actuator" from

"MIGA MOTORS." The motor drive 854 includes an actuation arm 854A and a

return spring 854B, also described as a return mechanism, connected on opposite

sides of the roller clutch 858.



[00136] The power coupler 856 is optionally similar to those previously

described (e.g., an induction coil) and, when electrical energy is applied, the

nitinol of the motor drive 854 is heated, causing contraction of the actuation arm

854A which pulls the actuation arm 854A (e.g., with about 7 lbs of force). The

actuation arm 854A is connected to the roller clutch 858, which is a one-way roller

clutch, such that retraction of the actuation arm 854A causes rotation of the one¬

way roller clutch 858. When the nitinol cools the return spring 854B presses on

the opposite side of the roller clutch 858 such that the actuation arm 854A returns

to the original position where the actuation arm 854A is able to be actuated again

by activating the motor drive 854, generating a ratcheting effect. The drive shaft

860 is coupled to the roller clutch 858 such that ratcheting of the roller clutch

ratchets the drive shaft 860.

[00137] The drive shaft 860 is adapted to be connected to the actuation head of

one of the tensioners 20, such as the first tensioner 20A, for example, by including

a suitable mating component, such as a hex head driver, or by being integrally

formed or otherwise connected to the actuation head, such as the actuation head

78A (FIG. 3). In some embodiments, the housing 856 of the implantable driver

852 is secured to the housing 80A and/or the stabilizing member 12, for example

being integrally formed therewith.

[00138] FIGS. 39, 40, and 41 show an expanding stabilizing member system

900 that is optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, the

stabilizing member 12. For example, the system 900, also described as a

reciprocating adjuster and a resistance adjuster, is optionally employed by

attaching the system 900 to the spinal column 24 (FIG. 1) using the stabilizing

anchors 18, such that the spinal column 24 is able to be expanded longitudinally

to help reduce the defective curvature of the spinal column 24.

[00139] In some embodiments, the system 900 includes a housing 902, a

drive member 904, also described as a slide unit, a drive spring 906, also

described as a potential energy drive, and a magnetic walker assembly 908, also

described as a resistance unit. The drive member 904 is optionally substantially

cylindrical and includes a plurality of surface grooves 910 along the length of the

drive member 904, the surface grooves 910 being adapted to mate with the



magnetic walker assembly 908 which acts as both a piston and a return

mechanism, in some embodiments, the drive spring 906 is received within the

housing 902 between the end of the drive member 904 and the housing 902. The

drive spring 906 is a compression spring for exerting a pushing force on the drive

member 904. As shown, the drive member 904 extends from the housing 902,

the drive member 904 being adapted to slide within the housing 902 when not

restricted by the magnetic walker assembly 908.

[00140] In some embodiments, the magnetic walker assembly 908 is

secured to the housing 902 and includes a first receptacle 916 holding a first

toothed member 918 and a second receptacle 920 holding a second toothed

member 922. Each of the first and second toothed members 918, 922 are biased

in the downward position (e.g., by a spring - not shown), the first and second

toothed members 918, 922 each including a plurality of teeth 918A, 922A for

mating with the surface grooves 910. In some embodiments, each of the first and

second toothed members displays a different polarity from the other. In some

embodiments, each of the toothed members 918, 922 is substantially arcuately

shaped to increase the surface engagement with the surface grooves 910.

[00141] An external magnet 930 having a first polarity portion 932 and a

second, opposite polarity portion 934 is optionally employed through the skin to

alternately actuate the first and second toothed members 918, 922 into and out of

the surface grooves 910. In some embodiments, the effective length of the

system 900 is adjusted by alternatively actuating the first and second toothed

members 918, 922 to "walk" the drive member 904 outwardly from the housing

902, where the potential energy represented in the system 900 by the spring 906

is released as the toothed members 918, 922 engage and release the surface

grooves 910. Although a spring is used in some embodiments, in other

embodiments an expanding material, such as those previously described, is

utilized to exert a pushing force on the drive member 904. FIGS. 40 and 41 are

illustrative of the alternate engagement of the first toothed member, those figures

showing the external magnet 930, the drive member 904, and the first toothed

member 918 with other portions removed for ease of illustration. FIG. 40 shows

the first toothed member 918 in an engaged position and FIG. 41 shows the



external magnet 930 rotated 180 degrees such that the first toothed member 918

is actuated to a disengaged position.

[00142] FIGS. 42 and 43 show another expanding stabilizing member

system 950 that is optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, the

stabilizing member 12. For example, the system 950, also described as a

reciprocating adjuster and a resistance adjuster, is optionally employed by

attaching the system 950 to the spinal column 24 (FIG. 1) using the stabilizing

anchors 18, such that the spinal column 24 is able to be expanded longitudinally

using the system 950 to help reduce the defective curvature of the spinal column

24.

[00143] Similarly to the system 900, in some embodiments, the system 950

includes a housing 952, a drive member 954, also described as a slide unit, a

drive spring 956, also described as a potential energy drive, and a magnetic

walker assembly 958, also described as a resistance unit, that acts as a drive

piston and a return mechanism.

[00144] As shown, the magnetic walker assembly 958 is secured to the

housing 952 and includes a receptacle 966 holding a first toothed member 968

and a second toothed member 972, the first and second toothed members 968,

972 being positioned on an arm that is hinged to the receptacle 966. Each of the

first and second toothed members 968, 972 is biased in the downward position

(e.g., by a spring - not shown), the first and second toothed members 968, 972

each including one or more teeth 968A, 972A for mating with the surface grooves

960. In some embodiments, each of the first and second toothed members 968,

970 is characterized by a different polarity from the other. In some embodiments,

each of the toothed members 968, 972 is substantially arcuately shaped to

increase the surface engagement with the surface grooves 960.

[00145] A principle of operation of the system 950 is illustrated more

generally in FIG. 44. As shown, an external magnet 980 having a first polarity

portion 982 and a second, opposite polarity portion 984 is optionally employed

through the skin (not shown) to alternately actuate the first and second toothed

members 968, 972 into and out of the surface grooves 960. In some

embodiments, the effective length of the system 950 is adjusted by alternatively



actuating the first and second toothed members 968, 972 to "walk" or "step" the

drive member 954 outwardly from the housing 952, where the potential energy

represented in the system 950 by the spring 956 is released as the toothed

members 968, 972 alternately engage and release the surface grooves 960, the

two members 968, 972 alternatively acting as piston unit and a return mechanism.

Although a spring is used in some embodiments, in other embodiments an

expanding material, such as those previously described, is utilized to exert a

pushing force on the drive member 954. As an alternative to a physical magnet,

the external magnet 980 is optionally an electric magnet that is able to switch

polarities for stepping the system 950 at a desired electromagnetic force and

speed.

[00146] Some embodiments apply the magnetic stepping, or walking,

operation described in association with systems 900 and 950 for another

tensioning system 1000 shown in FIGS. 45 and 46, the system 1000 being

optionally employed in addition to, or as a replacement for, one or more of the

tensioners 20. As shown, the system 1000, also described as a reciprocating

adjuster and a resistance adjuster, includes a housing 1002, a drive member

1004, also described as a slide unit, a drive spring 1006, also described as a

potential energy drive, and a magnetic walker assembly 1008, also described as a

resistance unit. The drive member 1004 is optionally configured with surface

grooves similar to those of the systems 900 and 950 and the magnetic walker

assembly 1008, acting as a piston unit and a return mechanism, is optionally

adapted to interact with the drive member 1004 similarly to those of the systems

300, 900 and/or 950. Upon application of a magnetic force of alternating polarity

(schematically indicated by external magnet 1020 in FIG. 44), the system 1000

operates similarly to the system 300 described above.

[00147] For example, the drive member 1004 is adapted to slide over the

stabilizing member 12 while the housing 1002 is secured relative thereto, the drive

member 1004 being able to slide out from the housing 1002 until an enlarged

head 1020 of the drive member 1004 limits further travel of the drive member

1004. As shown, the drive spring 1006 is coaxially received over the drive

member 1004 between the base 1016 and the housing 1002. The drive spring



1006 is a compression spring for exerting a pushing force on a base 1016 of the

drive member 1004, to move the drive member 1004 from a first position (FIG. 45)

to a second position (FIG. 46) away from the housing 1002, although other types

of springs are contemplated.

[00148] One of the connectors 22, such as the first connector 22A is secured

to an enlarged head 1022 of the drive member 1004. An aperture, roller, or other

feature (not shown) is provided on the housing 1002 such that the connector 22A

is able to extend outwardly, in a transverse direction from the housing 1002. As

the drive member 1004 pistons downwardly out from the housing 1002, the

enlarged head 1022 moves downwardly, pulling the first connector 22A into the

housing 1002 and reducing the effective length of the first connector 22A between

the stabilizing member 12 and the first correction anchor 18A, for example.

[00149] According to the foregoing, various embodiments relate to a spinal

correction system for implantation in a patient, the system including a correction

anchor, a stabilizing member, a reciprocating adjuster, and a connector. The

correction anchor is configured to be secured to a vertebra in a defect area of a

spine. The stabilizing member is configured to be secured against translation at

the defect area of the spine. The reciprocating adjuster is coupled to the

stabilizing member, the reciprocating adjuster including: a piston unit displaceable

in a first direction, and a transfer unit coupled to the piston unit such that

displacement of the piston unit in the first direction causes the transfer unit to be

displaced in a second direction. The connector extends from the reciprocating

adjuster to define an effective length between the reciprocating adjuster and the

correction anchor, the connector having a first end configured to be coupled to the

transfer unit and a second end configured to be coupled to the correction anchor

such that displacement of the transfer unit causes shortening of the effective

length of the connector.

[00150] In some embodiments, the piston unit includes a depressible shaft

and the transfer unit includes a roller.

[001 51] In some embodiments, he roller is a one-way drive clutch.

[00152] In some embodiments, the system is configured such that

displacement of the roller winds the connector about the roller.



[00153] In some embodiments, the piston unit includes gearing and the

transfer unit includes gearing for mating with the gearing of the piston unit.

[00154] In some embodiments, the piston unit includes a tooth member and

the transfer unit includes a plurality of surface grooves configured to mate with the

tooth member such that, upon displacement of the piston unit, the tooth member

mates with the groove to displace the transfer unit.

[00155] In some embodiments, the piston unit is displaceable between a first

position and a second position and the piston unit includes a return mechanism for

returning the piston unit from the second position to the first position.

[00156] In some embodiments, the return mechanism includes a spring.

[00157] In some embodiments, the piston unit is coupled to a magnetic

member.

[00158] In some embodiments, the system further comprises an external

magnetic drive for actuating the piston unit by displacing the magnetic member.

[00159] In some embodiments, the system further comprises an implantable

motor and an implantable power source, the motor being coupled to the piston

unit.

[00160] In some embodiments, the power source includes an internal

antennae for receiving inductive power.

[00161] In some embodiments, the power source includes an implantable

battery.

[00162] According to the foregoing, various embodiments relate to a method

of correcting a spine, the method including securing a correction anchor to a

vertebra in a defect area of a spine and securing a stabilizing member against

translation at the defect area of the spine. A piston unit of a reciprocating adjuster

is displaced in a first direction to cause a transfer unit of the reciprocating adjuster

to be displaced in a second direction, in turn, causing shortening of an effective

length of a connector coupling the correction anchor and the reciprocating

adjuster.

[00163] According to the foregoing, various embodiments relate to a spinal

correction system for implantation in a patient, the system including a correction

anchor, a stabilizing member, a resistance adjuster, and a connector. The



correction anchor is configured to be secured to a vertebra in a defect area of a

spine. The stabilizing member is configured to be secured against translation at

the defect area of the spine. The resistance adjuster is coupled to the stabilizing

member, the resistance adjuster including: a potential energy drive, a slide unit

coupled to the potential energy drive such that the potential energy drive exerts a

displacement force on the slide unit biasing the slide unit in a first direction, and a

resistance unit coupled to the slide unit, the resistance unit being configured to

selectively oppose the displacement force. The connector extends from the

resistance adjuster to define an effective length between the resistance adjuster

and the correction anchor, the connector having a first end configured to be

coupled to the slide unit and a second end configured to be coupled to the

correction anchor such that displacement of the slide unit in the first direction

causes shortening of the effective length of the connector.

[00164] In some embodiments, the potential energy drive is received

coaxially about the slide unit.

[00165] In some embodiments, the resistance unit includes a tooth member

and the slide unit includes a plurality of surface grooves configured to mate with

the tooth member such that upon displacing the tooth member longitudinally from

a first position to a second position releases the resistance unit.

[00166] In some embodiments, the potential energy drive includes an

expanding material.

[00167] In some embodiments, the expanding material is temperature

activated.

[00168] In some embodiments, the expanding material is fluid activated.

[00169] In some embodiments, the potential energy drive includes a spring.

[00170] In some embodiments, the resistance unit includes hydrogel

material.

[00171] In some embodiments, the resistance unit includes a biodegradable

material.

[00172] In some embodiments, the resistance unit is coupled to a magnetic

member.



[00173] In some embodiments, the system further comprises an external

magnetic drive for actuating the slide unit by displacing the magnetic member.

[00174] In some embodiments, the external magnetic drive includes a

rotating magnet.

[00175] In some embodiments, the system further comprises an implantable

motor and an implantable power source, the motor being coupled to the piston

unit.

[00176] In some embodiments, the power source includes an internal

antennae for receiving inductive power.

[00177] In some embodiments, the power source includes an implantable

battery.

[00178] According to the foregoing, various embodiments relate to a method

of correcting a spine, the method including securing a correction anchor to a

vertebra in a defect area of a spine and securing a stabilizing member against

translation at the defect area of the spine. The method also includes actuating a

resistance unit of a resistance adjuster coupled to the stabilizing member such

that the resistance adjuster selectively releases a displacement force provided by

a potential energy drive coupled to a slide unit, the slide unit being displaced by

the potential energy drive in a first direction to cause shortening in an effective

length of a connector coupled between the resistance adjuster and the correction

anchor.

[00179] According to the foregoing, various embodiments relate to a spinal

correction system for implantation in a patient, the system including a correction

anchor, a stabilizing member, a resistance adjuster, and a connector. The

correction anchor is configured to be secured to a vertebra in a defect area of a

spine. The stabilizing member is configured to be secured against translation at

the defect area of the spine. The resistance adjuster is coupled to the stabilizing

member, the resistance adjuster including: a potential energy drive including an

expanding material configured to expand after being subjected to an internal body

environment of the patient and a slide unit coupled to the potential energy drive

such that the potential energy drive exerts a displacement force on the slide unit

biasing the slide unit in a first direction. The connector extends from the



resistance adjuster to define an effective length between the resistance adjuster

and the correction anchor, the connector having a first end configured to be

coupled to the slide unit and a second end configured to be coupled to the

correction anchor such that displacement of the slide unit in the first direction

causes shortening of the effective length of the connector.

[00180] Various modifications and additions can be made to the exemplary

embodiments discussed without departing from the scope of the present

invention. For example, while the embodiments described above refer to

particular features, the scope of this invention also includes embodiments having

different combinations of features and embodiments that do not include all of the

described features. Accordingly, the scope of the present invention is intended to

embrace all such alternatives, modifications, and variations as fall within the

scope of the claims, together with all equivalents thereof.



CLAIMS

We claim:

1. A spinal correction system for implantation in a patient, the system comprising:

a correction anchor configured to be secured to a vertebra in a defect area

of a spine;

a stabilizing member configured to be secured against translation at the

defect area of the spine;

a reciprocating adjuster coupled to the stabilizing member, the

reciprocating adjuster including:

a piston unit displaceable in a first direction, and

a transfer unit coupled to the piston unit such that displacement of the

piston unit in the first direction causes the transfer unit to be

displaced in a second direction; and

a connector extending from the reciprocating adjuster to define an effective

length between the reciprocating adjuster and the correction anchor, the

connector having a first end configured to be coupled to the transfer unit

and a second end configured to be coupled to the correction anchor

such that displacement of the transfer unit causes shortening of the

effective length of the connector.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the piston unit includes a depressible shaft and

the transfer unit includes a roller.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein the roller is a one-way drive dutch.

4. The system of claims 2 or 3, configured such that displacement of the roller

winds the connector about the roller.

5. The system of any of the preceding claims, wherein the piston unit includes

gearing and the transfer unit includes gearing for mating with the gearing of the

piston unit.



6. The system of any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the piston unit includes a tooth

member and the transfer unit includes a plurality of surface grooves configured to

mate with the tooth member such that, upon displacement of the piston unit, the

tooth member mates with the groove to displace the transfer unit.

7. The system of any of the preceding claims, wherein the piston unit is

displaceable between a first position and a second position and the piston unit

includes a return mechanism for returning the piston unit from the second position

to the first position.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein the return mechanism includes a spring.

9. The system of any of the preceding claims, wherein the piston unit is coupled

to a magnetic member.

10. The system of claim 9, further comprising an external magnetic drive for

actuating the piston unit by displacing the magnetic member.

11. The system of any of the preceding claims, further comprising an implantable

motor and an implantable power source, the motor being coupled to the piston

unit.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the power source includes an internal

antennae for receiving inductive power.

13. The system of claim 11, wherein the power source includes an implantable

battery.

14. A method of correcting a spine, the method comprising:

securing a correction anchor to a vertebra in a defect area of a spine;



securing a stabilizing member against translation at the defect area of the

spine; and

displacing a piston unit of a reciprocating adjuster in a first direction to cause

a transfer unit of the reciprocating adjuster to be displaced in a second

direction, in turn, causing shortening of an effective length of a connector

coupling the correction anchor and the reciprocating adjuster.

15. A spinal correction system for implantation in a patient, the system comprising:

a correction anchor configured to be secured to a vertebra in a defect area of

a spine;

a stabilizing member configured to be secured against translation at the

defect area of the spine;

a resistance adjuster coupled to the stabilizing member, the resistance

adjuster including:

a potential energy drive,

a slide unit coupled to the potential energy drive such that the potential

energy drive exerts a displacement force on the slide unit biasing the

slide unit in a first direction, and

a resistance unit coupled to the slide unit, the resistance unit being

configured to selectively oppose the displacement force; and

a connector extending from the resistance adjuster to define an effective

length between the resistance adjuster and the correction anchor, the

connector having a first end configured to be coupled to the slide unit

and a second end configured to be coupled to the correction anchor

such that displacement of the slide unit in the first direction causes

shortening of the effective length of the connector.

16. The system of claim 15, wherein the potential energy drive is received

coaxially about the slide unit.

17. The system of any of claims 15 and 16, wherein the resistance unit includes a

tooth member and the slide unit includes a plurality of surface grooves configured



to mate with the tooth member such that upon displacing the tooth member

longitudinally from a first position to a second position releases the resistance unit.

18. The system of any of claims 15 to 17, wherein the potential energy drive

includes an expanding material.

19. The system of claim 18, wherein the expanding material is temperature

activated.

20. The system of claim 18, wherein the expanding material is fluid activated.

21. The system of any of claims 15 to 19, wherein the potential energy drive

includes a spring.

22. The system of any of claims 15 to 18 and 20, wherein the resistance unit

includes hydrogel material.

23. The system of claim 15, wherein the resistance unit includes a biodegradable

material.

24. The system of any of claims 15 to 23, wherein the resistance unit is coupled to

a magnetic member.

25. The system of claim 24, further comprising an external magnetic drive for

actuating the slide unit by displacing the magnetic member.

26. The system of claim 25, wherein the external magnetic drive includes a

rotating magnet.

27. The system of claim 15, further comprising an implantable motor and an

implantable power source, the motor being coupled to the piston unit.



28. The system of claim 27, wherein the power source includes an internal

antennae for receiving inductive power.

29. The system of claim 27, wherein the power source includes an implantable

battery.

30. A method of correcting a spine, the method comprising:

securing a correction anchor to a vertebra in a defect area of a spine;

securing a stabilizing member against translation at the defect area of the

spine; and

actuating a resistance unit of a resistance adjuster coupled to the stabilizing

member such that the resistance adjuster selectively releases a

displacement force provided by a potential energy drive coupled to a slide

unit, the slide unit being displaced by the potential energy drive in a first

direction to cause shortening in an effective length of a connector coupled

between the resistance adjuster and the correction anchor.

31. A spinal correction system for implantation in a patient, the system

comprising;

a correction anchor configured to be secured to a vertebra in a defect area of

a spine;

a stabilizing member configured to be secured against translation at the

defect area of the spine;

a resistance adjuster coupled to the stabilizing member, the resistance

adjuster including:

a potential energy drive including an expanding material configured to

expand after being subjected to an internal body environment of the

patient, and

a slide unit coupled to the potential energy drive such that the potential

energy drive exerts a displacement force on the slide unit biasing the

slide unit in a first direction, and



a connector extending from the resistance adjuster to define an effective

length between the resistance adjuster and the correction anchor, the

connector having a first end configured to be coupled to the slide unit and

a second end configured to be coupled to the correction anchor such that

displacement of the slide unit in the first direction causes shortening of

the effective length of the connector.
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